
Centralize data for accurate, 
accessible real time reporting 

Protera provides a low/no code 
single repository for structured and 
unstructured data from mission 
critical and ancillary data sources 
in a scalable, available, secure 
environment with enforced data 
management best practices. 

Discover trends, highlight anomalies, and gain insights about any data stored in your SAP or other 
enterprise applications to make data-driven decisions in real-time.

Maximize your investments and 
drive down cost 

Reduce reliance on legacy BI 
platforms while reducing the cost to 
access data. Gone are the days of 
waiting on reports to make decisions 
with access to real-time analytics 
dashboards.

Foster a data-driven culture 

Explore opportunities to innovate, 
reduce cost, and increase efficiency 
by using centralized data in the cloud 
in an agile and efficient way across 
the business, driving data-driven 
decision making and cloud billing 
analytics. 

Enable Your Business to Make Data Driven Decisions 

Protera Analytics for the Enterprise
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Realize Real Value from      
Integrated Data Across the Business

Data Analytics Services



An initial data analytics platform can be deployed within 4-6 weeks – schedule your consultation or data 
analytics workshop today.

Jumpstart your data analytics strategy  
Get started today with powerful data mining capabilities designed specifically for AWS and Microsoft Azure utilizing 
Protera’s industry standard approach to adopting analytics in the cloud: 

Determine business 
outcomes 

Define key objectives to determine 
which data sources to integrate. 
Examples may include:  

• Business wants to perform predictive 
analysis on trending costs over time 

• Company wants to use existing 
data to predict failure rate in certain 
manufacturing equipment 

• Users are able to easily consume 
data that is relevant to role or 
department. 

Set up proper data 
analytics platform

Establish a single source of truth 
to perform data modeling of a 
centralized data lake across the 
business. This enables the business to 
perform ELT/ETL operations to enrich 
data useful to the business.

Identify all 
data sources 

Discover data sources to be used 
for analytics - often disparate data 
spread across hundreds of systems, 
applications, spreadsheets, and 
documents - to be used for data 
ingestion to model data appropriately 
to achieve business outcomes. 
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Protera is a globally certified SAP partner and was the first service provider to run SAP production on the public cloud. 
As an Advanced tier APN AWS partner and a Preferred Migration partner for SAP on Azure migrations, Protera has 
technical qualifications that no other service provider can match.  

Trusted for over 20 years

Schedule Now

Protera’s knowledge, professionalism and passion for the cloud and ability to act as a trusted 
advisor have made things run very smoothly and has enabled success with our Ingevity Data 
Platform Project that I’m positive would not have been achieved without them.

Start making data-backed decisions today. 

Alan Eager  
Lead Data Architect, Data Strategy & Governance
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